

### ಸಂಪಾದಕ ಕಾರಣ

**ಕ್ರಮಾಂಕ:** 13/ಜನವರಿ/2016-17/ಕ್ರ

**ಕಾಲವು:** ಸೂಪರೀಗ್ ಅಧ್ಯಾಪಕರು ಸಂಬಂಧ.
**ಇಂದೆಡ:** 17.01.2018.

ಇಂದೆಡ:

- ನಿಯಮಿತ ಕಾರಣ,
- ನಿಯಮಿತ ಕಾರಣ,
- ಪರಿಶೀಲನೆ ಸಿದ್ಧಾಂತ ಅಧ್ಯಾಪಕರು,
- ಪರಿಶೀಲನೆ/ಸಿದ್ಧಾಂತವಾದ ಅಧ್ಯಾಪಕರು,
- ಕ್ರಮಕ್ರಮದಲ್ಲಿ/ಸಂಚಾರಿಕರು ಸಿದ್ಧಾಂತ.

**ನ ನೊಟ್ಟು**,

ಅಂದು: ಸಂದರ್ಶನ ವಿಧಾನ ಸಮಿತಿ / ಸಿದ್ಧಾಂತ ವಿಧಾನ ಸಮಿತಿ

**ನಿಯಮಗಳು**,

ಇದುಗಳು ನಿಯಮಗಳ ಸಂಬಂಧವಿ. ಅದರ ಭಾಬೆಯು ಕರ್ನಾಟಕದ ಸಂದರ್ಶನ ವಿಧಾನ ಸಮಿತಿಗಳಿಗೆ ಎದುರಿಸುವುದು. ಇದು ಕ್ರಮಕ್ರಮದಲ್ಲಿ ಅಧ್ಯಾಪಕರು, ಸಿದ್ಧಾಂತ/ಸಿದ್ಧಾಂತವಾದ ಅಧ್ಯಾಪಕರು ತಮ್ಮ ಕ್ರಮಕ್ರಮದಲ್ಲಿ ಕರ್ನಾಟಕ ಸಂದರ್ಶನ ವಿಧಾನ ಸಮಿತಿಯ ರಚನೆಗಳ ವೈದ್ಯಕೀಯ ಮರಣಾತ್ಮಕ ಅವಧಿಯಲ್ಲಿರುವ ವಿವಿಧ ಅನುಕ್ರಮಗಳು.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ನಂ.</th>
<th>ವಿಷಯ</th>
<th>ವಿನ್ಯಾಸ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>ಸಂದರ್ಶನ ಕಾರ್ಯ ಸಮಾರಂಭ/ಪ್ರತಿಧಾನ 2017 ಭವನ: 26.12.2017</td>
<td>ಸಂದರ್ಶನ ವಿಧಾನ ಸಮಿತಿಯ ಸಂದರ್ಶನ ವಿಧಾನ ಸಮಿತಿಯ ರಚನೆಗಳ ವೈದ್ಯಕೀಯ ಮರಣಾತ್ಮಕ ಅವಧಿಯಲ್ಲಿರುವ ವಿವಿಧ ಅನುಕ್ರಮಗಳು</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>ಸಂದರ್ಶನದ ಕೋಂಕಾಯಿರುವ ಪ್ರಕಟ್ಟು ಸಮಾರಂಭ, ಎ-ಮೆಯಲ್ ಶೀರ್ಷಕ, ಪರಿಶೀಲನೆ ಅವುಗಳ ಕೋಂಕಾಯಿರುವ ಪ್ರಕಟ್ಟು ಸಮಾರಂಭ 2014/447 ಎಂಜ. 03.01.2018</td>
<td>ಸಂದರ್ಶನ ವಿಧಾನ ಸಮಿತಿಯ ಸಂದರ್ಶನ ವಿಧಾನ ಸಮಿತಿಯ ರಚನೆಗಳ ವೈದ್ಯಕೀಯ ಮರಣಾತ್ಮಕ ಅವಧಿಯಲ್ಲಿರುವ ವಿವಿಧ ಅನುಕ್ರಮಗಳು</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>ಸಂದರ್ಶನದ ಕೋಂಕಾಯಿರುವ ಪ್ರಕಟ್ಟು ಸಮಾರಂಭ, ಎ-ಮೆಯಲ್ ಶೀರ್ಷಕ, ಪರಿಶೀಲನೆ ಅವುಗಳ ಕೋಂಕಾಯಿರುವ ಪ್ರಕಟ್ಟು ಸಮಾರಂಭ 2015/446 ಎಂಜ. 03.01.2018</td>
<td>ಸಂದರ್ಶನ ವಿಧಾನ ಸಮಿತಿಯ ಸಂದರ್ಶನ ವಿಧಾನ ಸಮಿತಿಯ ರಚನೆಗಳ ವೈದ್ಯಕೀಯ ಮರಣಾತ್ಮಕ ಅವಧಿಯಲ್ಲಿರುವ ವಿವಿಧ ಅನುಕ್ರಮಗಳು</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ಅಂದರೆ,

- ಸಂದರ್ಶನ ವಿಧಾನ ಸಮಿತಿಯ ಸಂದರ್ಶನ ವಿಧಾನ ಸಮಿತಿ

ಅಂದರೆ ಅನುಕ್ರಮದಲ್ಲಿ ಕೋಂಕಾಯಿ ಕೋಂಕಾಯಿರುವ ಪ್ರಕಟ್ಟು ಸಮಾರಂಭ.

**ಸೂತ್ರ:**

- ಕೋಂಕಾಯಿ ಕೋಂಕಾಯಿ ಪ್ರಕಟ್ಟು ಸಮಾರಂಭ.
- ಕೋಂಕಾಯಿ ಕೋಂಕಾಯಿ ಪ್ರಕಟ್ಟು ಸಮಾರಂಭ.
- 2) ಕೋಂಕಾಯಿ ಕೋಂಕಾಯಿ ಪ್ರಕಟ್ಟು ಸಮಾರಂಭ.
- 3) ಕೋಂಕಾಯಿ ಕೋಂಕಾಯಿ ಪ್ರಕಟ್ಟು ಸಮಾರಂಭ.

ಅಂದರೆ 13/ಸಂತೂರೆಯ 2016-17 ಐವು.
ನಿಯಮಿತ ವೇಳೆ ರಾಷ್ಟ್ರೀಯ ನಿಯಮಗಳಿಗೆ ಭೇದಿಸಿದ, ಭರೂಡಿಕೆಯಿಂದ ಬಳಸಿದ ಹಾಗೆ, ಚಿಕ್ಕತೀರ ಆದರೆ, ಸ್ಥಳಿತ ಮೇಲ್ಮೂಲಕ, ಮಾರ್ಪಟ್ಟೆ ನೊಂದಿಗೆ, ತಮ್ಮ ನಿಯಮಾಧಿಕೆರಡು ನುಡಿ. ಈ. 26ನಾನೂ 04/2017-ನ ಬಿಂದಿ, ಹಿಂದೆ: 19-12-2017.

******

ನಿಯಮಿತ ವೇಳೆ, ಸ್ಥಳಿತಿಂದ, ಸಂಸ್ಥೆಯ ವೈಶಿಷ್ಟ್ಯದ ಜೋಡಣೆಯನ್ನು ಮೇಲೆ ಮಾರಿ ಅಧಿಕಾರಿಗಾನ್ನು ಅನುಭವಿಸಿದ. ಜೋಡಣೆಯರ ಸಹಾಯದ ಸ್ಥಳಿತಿ ಮೇಲ್ಮೂಲಕ ಅಂದಾಜು ಸಾಧಿಸುವ ಸ್ಥಳ.

ಅಂಶ, ಪರಿಚಯ.

(ನುಡಿಯಾರ ಕ್ರೀಡಾ ಓಪ್ಪಿ)

ಮಾರ್ಪಟ್ಟೆ ವೃತ್ತಿಯ ಬಳಕೆಯಿಂದ ಮಾತ್ರ ಚಿಕ್ಕತೀರಿಸಿ.

ವಿದ್ಯಾರ್ಥಿ,

ಭರೂಡವು

ಮೇಲ್ಮೂಲಕ

2 ನೆ. ತಾಂತ್ರಿಕ, ಮೂರ್ತ್ಯ ಹೊರತು

ನೆ. 1, ತೆರೆತ್ತರ ವಿ.

ಪಶ್ಚಿಮಭಾಗ - 560001

---

Phone : 080-22230060 / 22230080
Helpdesk : help.aadhaar@karnataka.gov.in
Call Centre : 1947 / 080-44554499
Website : www.karnataka.gov.in/aadhaar
e-Mail : pd.uid@karnataka.gov.in,
    pd.krdh@karnataka.gov.in
Facebook : https://www.facebook.com/helpaadhaar
DBT Portal : www.dbtkarnataka.gov.in

No. D-26011/04/2017-DBT
Government of India
Cabinet Secretariat
(DBT Mission)

Dated: 19th December 2017

Office Memorandum

Subject: Use of Aadhaar in Benefit Schemes of Government - Exception Handling -
Regarding.

Aadhaar based DBT is a significant governance reform to ensure greater transparency and
accountability in public service delivery through effective use of technology. Aadhaar as an
identity proof obviates the need for producing multiple documents for proving one's identity,
thereby simplifying procedures and eliminating fake/ ghost beneficiaries through de-
duplication.

2. However, Government is sensitive to the fact that the Aadhaar enrolment process has not
been completed and infrastructure constraints may pose difficulty in online authentication. To
ensure that bona fide beneficiaries are not deprived of their due benefits, sufficient provisions
have been made in the Aadhaar Act, 2016. UIDAI has also issued regulations to handle
exceptions, ensuring that no beneficiary is denied benefits for want of Aadhaar, vide circular
dated 24th October, 2017 (copy enclosed for ready reference). In accordance with the guidelines
issued by UIDAI from time to time, the following may be considered:

A. For extending benefits to beneficiaries who do not possess Aadhaar, the following
mechanism may be adopted:

i. The beneficiary shall be provided subsidy, benefit or service based on alternate
identification document as notified in the relevant notifications issued under the
provisions of Section 7 of the Aadhaar Act, 2016.

ii. Efforts should be made to ensure that all such beneficiaries are facilitated for enrolment
under Aadhaar. The concerned Department through its Implementing Agencies may offer
Aadhaar enrolment facilities for such beneficiaries at convenient locations through centres
in the respective Block/ Taluka/ Tehsil (including through Post Offices, Banks, ICDS
Centres etc).

iii. As per regulation 12 of Aadhaar (Enrolment and Update) Regulations, 2016, the State
Government/ Implementing Agencies should also make special arrangements for bed
ridden, differently-abled, or senior citizens, who are unable to visit the registration
centre(s), to get them enrolled for Aadhaar.

iv. Till such time Aadhaar is assigned to a beneficiary, a separate register, preferably
electronic, shall be maintained for recording such transactions, whenever the beneficiary is
provided benefits/ services on the basis of alternative identification documents. This
register may be periodically reviewed and audited.

B. In all such cases where Aadhaar authentication fails, the following mechanism may be
adopted:
i. Departments and Bank Branches may make provisions for IRIS scanners along with fingerprint scanners, wherever feasible.

ii. In cases of failure due to lack of connectivity, offline authentication system such as QR code based coupons, Mobile based OTP orTOTP may be explored.

iii. In all cases where online authentication is not feasible, the benefit/service may be provided on the basis of possession of Aadhaar, after duly recording the transaction in register, to be reviewed and audited periodically.

3. In view of above, DBT implementing Ministries/Departments and State Governments are requested to implement proper exception handling mechanism in conformity with the Aadhaar Act 2016 and subsequent regulations and guidelines issued from time to time. A robust mechanism for ensuring their compliance and its periodic monitoring may also be put in place.

Enclosure: As above

(Arun Sharma)
Director (DBT)
Tel – (011) 23343860 Ext: 318

To:

1. Secretaries to all Ministries/Departments of Government of India
2. Chief Secretaries of all States/Administrators of all UTs
3. CEO, UIDAI

Copy to:

1. Coordinators, DBT Cells in all Ministries/Departments
2. Coordinators, DBT Cells in all States/UTs.

NOO:

1. AS (TB), PMO
2. SO to CS/Sr. PPS to Addl. Secretary (Coordination)/JS (AG)/JS (DBT)
Circular

Subject: Exception handling in Public Distribution Services and other welfare Schemes

Section 7 of the Aadhaar (Targeted Delivery of Financial and Other Subsidies, Benefits and Services) Act, 2016 provides that:

"The Central Government or, as the case may be, the State Government may, for the purpose of establishing identity of an individual as a condition for receipt of a subsidy, benefit or service for which the expenditure is incurred from, or the receipt therefrom forms part of, the Consolidated Fund of India, require that such individual undergo authentication, or furnish proof of possession of Aadhaar number or in the case of an individual to whom no Aadhaar number has been assigned, such individual makes an application for enrolment:

Provided that if an Aadhaar number is not assigned to an individual, the individual shall be offered alternate and viable means of identification for delivery of the subsidy, benefit or service."

2. Various Ministries/Departments have issued notification under Section 7 of Aadhaar Act to require Aadhaar / Aadhaar authentication for delivery of various benefits, subsidies or service for which the expenditure is incurred from, or the receipt therefrom forms part of the Consolidated Fund of India.

3. It has come to notice that some beneficiaries are being denied the benefit, subsidy or service for various reasons such as not having Aadhaar; failure of authentication; and other extraneous circumstances like electricity outage, internet connectivity issues etc despite above provisions of Aadhaar Act and other adequate mechanisms to handle such exceptions already provided in the Regulations and notifications issued under Section 7.

4. Therefore, the following exception handling mechanism and back-up identity authentication mechanisms may be followed for implementation to ensure seamless delivery of subsidy, benefit or service to beneficiary:

a. Till the time Aadhaar is assigned to a beneficiary, he/she shall be provided subsidy, benefit or service based on alternate identification document as notified by the Ministry/Department in the relevant notification issued under the provision of Section 7 of the Aadhaar Act, 2016. The notifications also give powers to both Central Ministry and State Governments (as the case may be) to add more alternate documents depending on local conditions.
b. In case of failure of Biometric authentication due to network/connectivity issue or due to poor biometric of resident etc, he/she shall be provided subsidy, benefit or service based on possession of Aadhaar by him/her as provided in Section 7 of the Aadhaar Act, 2016 and the notification.

c. In case of a family based scheme, such as PDS, an option shall be provided that any member of the family can authenticate and receive the benefit, as notified by the Ministry/Department in the relevant notification issued under the provision of Section 7 of the Aadhaar Act, 2016. This flexibility should be used for ensuring delivery of benefit in case biometric authentication for a member (senior) fails.

d. The State Governments/Implementing agency should also make special arrangements for bed ridden senior residents to get them verified/authenticated including but not limited to sending a village level worker to their home for this purpose.

e. All such exception handling shall be recorded in the system and steps be taken to avoid any misuse of the exception. The front end service provider shall also maintain record of exception such as copy of Aadhaar letter, signature/thumbprint of the beneficiary and other supporting documents as notified by the Ministry/Department.

f. The Ministry/Department shall devise and implement mechanism for audit and inspection of such exceptions.

5. The Ministries/Department are requested to issue appropriate directions to the State Governments/Implementing agencies for the above exception handling mechanism and also monitor the same on periodical basis.

(Dr. Ajay Bhushan Pandey)
Chief Executive Officer

To
All Ministries/Departments
All State Governments

******

ನೇರವಾಗಿ ಕೂಡಿರುವುದು, ಸಂಸ್ಕೃತಿಯಲ್ಲಿ, ಸಂಬಂಧಿಸಿದ್ದಾರೆ ಅವಕಾಶದಲ್ಲಿ ಪ್ರತಿವರ್ತನೆ ಮಾಡುವುದು ಅತಿ ಬೇದೆಯಮ್ಮ. ಪ್ರತಿ ಕಾರ್ಯಪಟ್ಟಿ ನೆಲೆಯಲ್ಲಿ.

ಸಂಭಾಗವಾಹಿ

ಉರ್ಯು: ಪ್ರತಿವರ್ತನೆ

ಅಧಿಕಾರಿ,

ಅಭಿವೃದ್ಧಿ

ಹಿಸ್ಟರಿ ಸಹಿತ ಮಾಹಿತಿ
2 ನೇ ನೇತನ, ಕೇಂದ್ರ ಕೋಟೆ, ಸ್ಥಾನ 1, ಪ್ರತಿವರ್ತನೆ ನೆಲೆ,
Subject: Extension of stipulated date for Aadhaar Enrolment as mentioned in various Notifications issued by Central Ministries under Section 7 of Aadhaar (Targeted Delivery of Financial and Other Subsidies, Benefits and Services) Act, 2016 upto 31st March, 2018.

The use of Aadhaar as identifier for delivery of services/benefits/subsidies simplifies the Government delivery processes, brings in good governance, transparency and efficiency, and enables beneficiaries to get their entitlements directly to them in a convenient and hassle free manner. Aadhaar obviates the need for producing multiple documents to prove identity.

2. The Central Ministries for the purpose of using Aadhaar for delivery of services, benefits and subsidies funded from the Consolidated Fund of India have issued notifications under Section 7 of the Aadhaar Act. The list of such notifications is enclosed. The Notifications inter alia mention the stipulated date by which the beneficiaries of the respective scheme entitled to obtain Aadhaar as per the provisions of Section 3 of the Aadhaar Act shall have to apply for Aadhaar enrolment.

3. In order to facilitate convenient and seamless delivery of services/benefits/subsidies covered by these notifications to the intended eligible beneficiaries and avoid hardships to such beneficiaries, this Ministry earlier vide its O.M.s dated 22.06.2017 and 27.09.2017 had required the respective Ministries/Departments to extend the stipulated date in all such notifications up to 30th September, 2017 and 31st December, 2017 respectively. Now, as a result of the review of welfare schemes covered under such notifications and to provide the benefits of such schemes to all the eligible beneficiaries of the schemes, it has now been decided to further extend the stipulated date in all such notifications up to 31st March, 2018. It is hereby clarified that this extension shall only apply to those beneficiaries who are not assigned Aadhaar number or those who have not yet enrolled for Aadhaar. Such beneficiaries are required to enroll for Aadhaar by 31st March, 2018 and provide their Aadhaar number or enrolment ID as required under the respective notifications issued under Section 7 of the Aadhaar Act.

4. For such beneficiaries who have not enrolled for Aadhaar, the respective Ministries/Departments should facilitate their Aadhaar enrolments through appropriate measures, in accordance with Rule 12 of Aadhaar (Enrolment and Update) Regulations, 2016 and ensure that the benefits are continued to them on the basis of alternate means of identification till they are assigned Aadhaar numbers in accordance with Section 7 of the Aadhaar Act, 2016.

5. The respective Ministries/Departments should also take special measures to issue Aadhaar numbers to women, children, senior citizens, persons with disability, unskilled and unorganized workers, nomadic tribes or to such other persons who do not have any permanent dwelling house etc. in accordance with Section 5 of the Aadhaar Act, 2016, to ensure that the services/benefits are not denied to the eligible beneficiaries.

6. The respective Ministries/Departments should issue necessary orders in this regard and provide wide publicity for the information of their beneficiaries and public at large.

(Rakesh Maheshwari)
Group Coordinator (Cyber Law & UIDAI)

To
Secretaries to Government of India
All Central Ministries/Departments
ವಾರಿ: ಸಂ. 181  ಸಂಧರ್ 2017

ಮಿಶ್ರಾಜ್ ರಾಜ್ನಾಗಿರಲ್ಲಿ
ಮಂಗಳೂರು ಸಂಘ,ದರ್ಶನ, ಸಂದರ್ಶನ, ಸೋಸಾಲಿಯ 26/12/2017

ಇತ್ಯಾದಿ:
ವಾರಿಯು ಅಧಿಕಾರಿ ಆರೋಗ್ಯಶಾಲೆ,
ಇದ್ದೆರಡು (ವಿಶ್ವವಿದ್ಯಾಲಯ),
ನೋಟ್ಸಾಲಿಯ – 560 001.

ಅಧಿಕಾರಿ

ಎಸ್.ಟಾಟಿಕ್, ಮತಿಲ್ಲ ಹೂರು ಕೆಟ್ಟು, ನೋಟ್ಸಾಲಿ
2.ನಿರ್ದೇಶಕರು, ಆರು ತುದಿ ನೋಟ್ಸಾಲಿಯಿಂದ, ನೋಟ್ಸಾಲಿ
3.ನೂರ್‌ನೆ, ಪ್ರಭಾ ನೋಟ್ಸಾಲಿಯಿಂದ, ಪ್ರಾಯ ಸೃಷ್ಟಿ ರವಿ, ನೋಟ್ಸಾಲಿ–560052
4.ನಿರ್ದೇಶಕರು, ಹೋಪ್ಟೆಸ್ ನೋಟ್ಸಾಲಿಗೆ, ನೋಟ್ಸಾಲಿ–560 056.
5.ನಿರ್ದೇಶಕರು, ಮೆಯಳ್ ನೋಟ್ಸಾಲಿಯಿಂದ, ನೋಟ್ಸಾಲಿ–570 005.
6.ನಿರ್ದೇಶಕರು, ಸಂಭರಿ ನೋಟ್ಸಾಲಿಗೆ, ನೋಟ್ಸಾಲಿ–580 003.
7.ನಿರ್ದೇಶಕರು, ಹುಬ್ಬು ನೋಟ್ಸಾಲಿಯಿಂದ, ನೋಟ್ಸಾಲಿ–585 106.
8.ನಿರ್ದೇಶಕರು, ಹೋಯ್ಸಾಲಿ ನೋಟ್ಸಾಲಿಗೆ, ನೋಟ್ಸಾಲಿ–574 199.
11.ನಿರ್ದೇಶಕರು, ಹೆಸರು ಮುಂದುವರು ಬೆಂಕಿ, ಬೆಂಕಿ–583 276.
12.ನಿರ್ದೇಶಕರು, ಹೊಸ್ಟೆಲ್ ಹೆಸರು ಮುಂದುವರು ಬೆಂಕಿ, ಬೆಂಕಿ–570 006.
14.ನಿರ್ದೇಶಕರು, ಮೆಮ್ಮೋ ಹೆಸರು ಮುಂದುವರು ಬೆಂಕಿ, ಬೆಂಕಿ–590 014.
15.ನಿರ್ದೇಶಕರು, ಹೊಸ್ಟೆಲ್ ಹೆಸರು ಮುಂದುವರು ಬೆಂಕಿ.
16.ನಿರ್ದೇಶಕರು, ಕ್ರಾಂತಿಗಳು ಮುಂದುವರು ಬೆಂಕಿ.
17.ನಿರ್ದೇಶಕರು, ಒಡಿಸ್‌ಯನ್ ಜೀವನದ ಮುಂದುವರು ಬೆಂಕಿ.
18.ನಿರ್ದೇಶಕರು, ಓಡಿಸ್‌ಯನ್ ಜೀವನದ ಮುಂದುವರು ಬೆಂಕಿ.
19.ನಿರ್ದೇಶಕರು, ಸೂರಸು ಹೆಸರು ಮುಂದುವರು ಬೆಂಕಿ, ಬೆಂಕಿ–560 018.
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ಇತ್ಯಾದಿ.
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ಒಬ್ಬರಾಬರ್ತೆಯ

(ಡಿ.ಡಿ.ಇಂಜಿನಿಯರ್ ಅಧಿಕಾರಿ)

ಇತರರಿಗೆ ಸಂಸ್ಥಾನದಾರ.

ಎಂಜಿನಿಯರ್ ಇಂಜಿನಿಯರ್ (ಸ್ಪುಟ್ಟನೆ-2)